
KEY POINTS OF ACTM TRAINING DAY 
Yeovil, 26th June 2013 

 
The day was run jointly by the SW Region of ATCM and Experian the credit rating 
agency. 
 
1.  Presentation by Lucy Ball, ACTM: 
What has been done by Town Teams? 

 Markets 
 Pop Up Shops/Cinemas 
 Loyalty Scheme 
 Christmas Shopcrawls 
 Environmental Improvements 
 BIDs Feasibility 
 Business Incubation 
 Cultural & Sporting Events 
 Promotion and Marketing  

 
What has the learning been so far? 

 Passion, Enthusiasm, Responsibility 
 Hard work, conflict resolution 
 Need to be brave & take risks 
 Fragile & Strong Partnerships 
 Better connected towns  
 Building up resilience of the town 

 
Town Centre management can be an important tool for revitalizing High 
Streets 
Different styles of place management: 

 Business Improvement Districts 

 Town Centre Management 

 Hybrids such as:  
 Community Interest Companies 
 Portas Town Teams 

 
ATCM Town Team Support Programme 

 Improved Leadership: 
o Getting a full business plan 
o Active board in place for Town Teams 
o Governance and structure 
o Future Towns  
o Economic Resilience Diagnostic  
o Business Planning  
o Partnership Development  
o Chairing Town Teams  
o Conflict Resolution  

 Greater capacity 
o Expert Mentoring  
o Digital High Street 
o Markets  
o Pop up Shops 



o Living over the Shop 
o Age Friendly Towns  
o Climate Change & Green Infrastructure 
o Volunteering 
o Understanding Investors and Developers 
o Social Media Training  

 Partnership working 
o BIDs Development  
o Running a Town Team  
o Powers & Tools  
o Neighbourhood Planning  
o Markets Industry  

 Shared learning and the spread of best practice 
o Case Studies  
o National Conference  
o Access & Parking  
o Destination Management  
o Footfall Workshops  

 
Today’s customers want  

 an experience that is worth having  

 which gives then a reason to smile 

 that enables sociability 
 
“The 20th century was about getting around.  The 21st Century is about staying in 
a place worth staying in” 
 
2.  Presentation by Experian: 
The UK Picture: 

 Despite their strong historic role, a range of factors have impacted on UK 
High Streets over the last decade: 

• changing demographic profile in our communities 
• growth in ‘omni-commerce’ 
• constantly evolving technologies 
• changing consumer habits 
• out-of-town competition and the rise of product aggregators  
• challenging economic climate, which has exacerbated the problem 

and is squeezing consumers hard 

 Town Centres will need to accommodate and plan for the UK Consumers of 
the future  

 Not only will they be increasingly tech savvy, but they will also place 
greater demands on the town centre and vote with their feet 

 The Portas report identified 7 key future socio-economic groups each with 
differing future needs e.g. urban pulse In response to these challenges, the 
Portas Review articulated a vision for the future to ‘breath economic and 
community life back into town centres’  

 It included over 25 recommendations with Town Teams identified as key 
enablers… 

 Yet  the issues faced by the Portas Pilots demonstrate the scale of the 
challenge   



 Understanding the unique characteristics both now and in the future of 
local communities, their business base, environment, day and night time 
economy is critical  

 
The Picture in the SW Region:  
Activity is picking up in 2013 in South West, but growth is likely to lag 
behind UK average 

 Performance over the last year in SW has been subdued 0.1% GVA growth 
(UK 0.3%) 

 Growth is expected to lag UK average in 2013/14 
 Declines in construction and public sector cuts have impacted considerably 
 Unemployment is lower across the SW than UK 6.1 compared to 8.4 UK 

(ILO unemployment 2012 Q2)  However, employment growth will continue 
to be sluggish, suffering from public sector cuts (representing 20% total)   

At a centre level low unemployment is common, yet productivity levels 
reveal local variations 

 The majority of areas in SW have relatively low levels of unemployment 
e.g. West and North Dorset both 1.2  

 Productivity levels do however vary considerably revealing variations 
between areas  

 Labour productivity measures the value-add per worker to the economy  

 Swindon – 110   

 Cornwall & Isles of Scilly- 73 (UK=100) 
Entrepreneurship is relatively high in the region with many lifestyle 
businesses and activity is increasing 

 SW Business activity in increased for the second successive month in May 
(PMI - 53.4 in May 2013, up from 51.0 in April 2013).  

 The largest numbers of businesses are in agriculture, construction, retail 
and professional & scientific 

 Businesses in the region are generally lower risk than UK picture  

 SW is just above UK average start up rate especially in Bristol/ Swindon 
Older population will grow more rapidly within the SW than any other region  

 Whilst the ageing population is characteristic across the UK – it will be felt 
most in SW  

 The working age population will grow more slowly in the region than the UK 
average over the forecast period, undermining potential job creation and 
therefore spending.  

 Ensuring that the town centre offer appeals to older age groups will be 
critical 

Many centres across the SW will experience growth of over 40% of 65+ age 
group over the next decade meaning relatively affluent older consumers will 
be increasingly over-represented in the region 

 ‘Retiring in Style’ prudent pensioners enjoying a comfortable quality of life 
are highly over-represented in SW   

 ‘Family Value’ the price conscious squeezed middle (mid to lower income 
families) represent the highest proportion of the total and are above UK 
average  

 Identifying the proportion and location of these groups within your boroughs 
is key to planning effectively for them 

 
 



Top 3 Consumer Types in SW 
1. Family Value – the squeezed middle, wanting safe places for leisure; use 

technology for purchases and for comparing value 
2. Retiring in style – Require services giving facilities and access; want safe, 

attractive, interesting local centres; use of technology will expand as baby 
boomers age 

3. Urban Pulse – want fun and interest; their time is limited; use technology 
for purchasing, information, socialising, price comparison, voucher hunting 

Consumer spending is expected to lag behind UK average 

 We expect spending in the region to see modest growth of 0.9% in 2013 as 
incomes remain under pressure.  

 In 2014, growth will pick up to 1.4%, but this rate is slow compared to the 
historical average. 

Retail vacancy is less of an issue in the South West than other parts of the 
UK 

 Retail Centre occupancy rates are slightly above the UK average 

 However there is variance at the local level 

 Bristol – Stokes Croft 74% of units are occupied 

 Lyme Regis 98% units are occupied 
Smaller town centres benefit from good occupancy, but larger town centres 
struggle 

 Large Town Centres face greater risk of closure of mass market retail 
chains 

 Small town centres tend to host greater number of Independents and more 
able to sustain ‘niche’ offers catering for local catchments 

High Street footfall continues its downward trend, and is particularly severe 
in the South West (inc. Wales) [they admitted this data night be skewed 
downwards because of the inclusion of Welsh data] 

 High Streets across the UK have suffered declining year on year footfall for 
several years 

 The South West experienced a year on year drop of 15.7% (week 26 2012-
2013) 

 The trend is expected to continue in the medium term 

 Complex issue due to decline in consumer spending and growth of online 
economy 

The typical online consumer is looking for deals 
 Bargain Hunters: looking for deals, auction sites popular 
 Internet Entrepreneurs: Buying and selling via auction sites. Sourcing 

items online rather than using high street 
 Newshounds: Strong appetite for current affairs, male dominated 

The online South West consumer spends more time grocery shopping than 
the UK average 

 Grocery websites are heavily trafficked reflective of the strong family 
presence and rural nature of the region 

 
 
SWOT analysis SW 
Strengths:   Relatively low unemployment 
  Relatively stable business bass with above UK average start-ups 
  Affluent older customers 
  Relatively low vacancy rates 



Weaknesses Economy lags UK average 
  Lagging consumer spending 
  Declining footfall 
  Rural/coastal isolated communities 
Opportunities Build on tourism sector 

Need to appeal to grey economy in particular affluent ‘retiring in 
style’ 
Online market - particular for older groups and ‘family values’ 

Threats: Ageing population and declining age working population 
Continued inflation pressures/economic challenges 
 

We discussed in groups our particular key opportunities and challenges.  One of 
the key challenges highlighted in my group was the effect of persistent adverse 
publicity (the persistent moaners) and the damaging effects it can have on a town.  
In areas where they’d managed to turn this around, towns moved forwards more 
positively. 
 
In the afternoon we looked at one town in particular – Barnstaple in North Devon, 
analysing it under the four headings of: 
Place: Heritage, make up of retailers ie independent v chains; strengths, eg their 
historic pannier market and Barnstaple fair 
Economy 
Business: types of business, eg levels of self employed, proportion of businesses 
in growth/knowledge sector, levels of exports 
People: make up of the population 
 
I found this a very useful discussion since it widened my understanding of the 
scope of the problem all towns are facing.   Certainly, the professional town centre 
managers were amazed at the commitment, dedication and enthusiasm of 
volunteer town teams but also felt that they were ill equipped to deal with the 
magnitude of the problems facing town centres. 
 
The majority view was also that future high streets may well be very different, with 
many more changes of use to private dwellings and services which encourage 
sociability taking the place of many shops. 
 
The whole day was very much a learning experience for me and I can only 
recommend any board member who hasn’t been to such an event to go to a 
similar one.   
 
There are some interesting graphs which illustrate many of the points outlined 
above and I can forward the presentation with them on to anyone wishing to see 
them. 
 
Jenny Jones   
 
 


